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Abstract
We briefly review a mechanical theorem-prover for a logic of recursive functions over finitely
generated objects including the integers, ordered pairs, and symbols. The prover, known both
as NQTHM and as the Boyer-Moore prover, contains a mechanized principle of induction and
implementations of linear resolution, rewriting, and arithmetic decision procedures. We
describe some applications of the prover, including a proof of the correct implementation of a
higher level language on a microprocessor defined at the gate level. We also describe the
ongoing project of recoding the entire prover as an applicative function within its own logic.

1 Introduction
We feel honored to be invited to give the keynote address for CADE-10. We thank Mark
Stickel and the program committee for the invitation.
It has been suggested that we discuss our theorem prover and its application to proving the
correctness of computations. We have been working on our prover, on and off, since about
1972 [9]. This prover is known both as the Boyer-Moore theorem prover and as NQTHM.
(pronounced en-que-thum, an acronym for ‘‘New, Quantified THeoreM Prover,’’ an
uninspired parochialism that has taken on a life of its own). The details of our prover and its
applications have been extensively presented in several books and articles. In fact, from these
publications the prover has been recoded by at least three other groups. In this paper, we will
(a) very briefly review the prover and its applications, (b) provide pointers to the literature on
the prover and its applications, and (c) discuss ACL2, a new development of the prover which
involves recoding it in its own logic, a subset of applicative Common Lisp.
In the subsequent discussion, we will make reference to two books, which are the main
references on NQTHM. They are (a) A Computational Logic [11] which we will abbreviate
as ‘‘ACL’’ and (b) A Computational Logic Handbook [18] which we will abbreviate as
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‘‘ACLH’’. Although a decade old, ACL still provides a rather accurate description of many
of the prover’s heuristics and some simple applications, whereas the much more recent ACLH
accurately describes the current logic and user interface.

2 The Logic
Although many theorem provers, especially those of the resolution tradition, are designed to
work with arbitrary collections of first order axioms, NQTHM is designed to be used mainly
with the fixed set of axioms we provide, typically augmented by a number of definitions
provided by the NQTHM user. Questions one might ask about the NQTHM theory are
‘‘What are the well-formed formulas, what are the axioms, and what are the rules of
inference?’’ The precise answers to these questions may be found in Chapter 4 of ACLH.
Roughly speaking, in that chapter, we present our logic (the Boyer-Moore Logic or NQTHM
Logic, as it is sometimes known) by starting from standard first order logic as in [70] and then
adding some axioms that describe certain data structures, including the integers, ordered pairs,
and symbols. We include in the logic a principle of definition for recursive functions over
these data structures. Among our rules of inference is a schema for proof by induction. This
schema would be merely a derived rule of inference were we to cast our induction axioms in
the traditional form.
The syntax of our logic is close to that of Lisp. In fact, from the time we started writing our
prover [9] we have regarded it as a theorem prover for a theory of Lisp functions. Some of
the earliest theorems we proved mechanically were inspired by some of McCarthy’s seminal
papers on the logic of Lisp, including [54], [56], and [58]. Because Lisp may be viewed as
both a logic and a programming language, we have always found it a most natural setting in
which to express theorems about computations and other parts of constructive mathematics.
Both the axioms of the NQTHM logic and the conjectures it entertains are quantifier free, or,
more precisely, implicitly universally quantified ‘‘on the far outside.’’ In fact, NQTHM does
not include rules for manipulating quantifiers at all. However, by using recursive functions,
we are able to express many of the things that one usually expresses with quantifiers when
dealing with ‘‘finite’’ objects such as trees of integers. For example, to state and prove the
uniqueness and existence of prime factorizations [11], we define recursive functions which
factor integers and which compute whether two finite sequences of integers are permutations
of one another. This practice of using recursive functions to do work one might do with
quantifiers may have been originated by Skolem in [71], who was perhaps the earliest to
demonstrate that arithmetic could be built up using entirely constructive methods. Skolem’s
program is further carried out in [34].
Here is an example of a definition that one might give to the prover for a function that
appends, i.e. concatenates, two lists:
Definition.
(APP X Y)
=
(IF (LISTP X)
(CONS (CAR X) (APP (CDR X) Y))
Y)
In rough English, this definition says that to append a list X to a list Y, if X is nonemtpy, then
construct (i.e. CONS) the list whose first element is the first element of X, i.e. (CAR X) , and
whose other elements are the result of appending the rest of X, i.e. (CDR X), and Y. On the
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other hand, if X is empty, just return Y.
A simple example of a theorem that one might ask NQTHM to prove is the associativity of
APP, which one would state as
Theorem.
(APP (APP X Y) Z) = (APP X (APP Y Z))
We discuss a proof of this theorem below when we describe the induction heuristic.

3 The Prover
3.1 How to Get a Copy
NQTHM is a Common Lisp program whose source files require about one million characters.
NQTHM runs in a variety of Common Lisps including Lucid, Allegro, Symbolics, and KCL.
It is publicly available, but a license is now required. We have recently started to require a
license to keep track of copies at the strong suggestion of one of our sponsors. We previously
distributed the same code without copyright or license. At the time of this writing, a copy
may be obtained without fee by anonymous ftp from Internet site cli.com (start with the file
/pub/nqthm/README) or on tape for a modest fee by writing to the authors at Computational
Logic, 1717 W. 6th St., Austin, Texas 78703. The currently released version of NQTHM was
first released in July of 1988, and no bugs affecting soundness have been reported as of the
time of this writing. The chapter of ACLH on installation describes in complete detail how to
bring up NQTHM from the sources.

3.2 WARNING: Difficulty of Use
It is hard, perhaps impossible, to use NQTHM effectively without investing a substantial
amount of time learning how to use it. To avoid disappointment, a prospective user should
probably be prepared first to understand most of two rather long books, ACL and ACLH.
Almost all of the successful users of NQTHM have in fact also taken a course from us at the
University of Texas at Austin on proving theorems in our logic. Based upon teaching related
courses at Stanford, our former student N. Shankar advises that a user unfamiliar with the
heuristics employed in the prover, as described in great detail in ACL, is very unlikely to
direct the prover to prove anything significant. Besides precisely describing the logic of
NQTHM, ACLH also serves as a user’s manual, describing in great detail all of the
commands with which one can direct the prover.

3.3 Heuristic Character of NQTHM
NQTHM is a heuristic theorem-prover. By heuristic, we mean that we have coded guessing
strategies for searching through the space of possible proofs for conjectures. For example,
NQTHM guesses when it is best to cut off ‘‘back chaining’’. If the guess is wrong, which it
can easily be, then no proof may be found. As another example, NQTHM often guesses an
induction to try, when all other proof techniques cease to be applicable. If the guess is wrong,
then NQTHM will irrevocably go chasing down a search path that is probably totally fruitless.
On the other hand, because NQTHM does have heuristics, NQTHM is able to find proofs for
what we believe is a remarkable number of theorems. One crude measure of the effectiveness
of NQTHM is that it is always is able to make an above average grade on the final
examinations we give to our students in an introductory graduate course on proving theorems
in the NQTHM logic.
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We were inspired in part to build a theorem prover that is heuristic by the success of
W. W. Bledsoe [4], [5] in writing such theorem provers, including one that guessed inductions
based upon the terms in the conjecture. One of the major concerns in the literature on
automated reasoning in the 60’s and 70’s was with the completeness of proof procedures.
NQTHM is certainly not complete, except when guided by a knowledgeable user.

3.4 Induction
Perhaps the most important heuristic in NQTHM is the induction heuristic. The key to the
success of our induction heuristic is that it is closely tied to the principle of recursive
definition which we employ. For example, to prove the associativity of APP, mentioned
above, NQTHM would guess to induction on X by CDR, i.e. by the length of the first
argument. This induction mirrors the way that APP recurses. An important part of the
induction heuristic is filtering out suggested inductions which are ‘‘not likely’’ to work, such
as the induction on Y by CDR in the theorem above.
The NQTHM practice of not permitting quantification but of permitting the user to define
recursive functions to express what might otherwise require quantification has an effect of
forcing the user to hint implicitly how to prove conjectures: try inductions that mirror the
definitions of the recursive functions used in the conjectures. This heuristic is startlingly
successful for the NQTHM logic.

3.5 Simplification
Besides induction, the other most important theorem proving component in NQTHM is the
simplifier. The simplifier combines rewriting (cf. [74] and [4]) with linear and binary
resolution and subsumption (cf. [65] and [53]). The simplifier also includes a semi-decision
procedure for a part of arithmetic, based upon ideas in [36].
An aspect of our simplifier that accounts for much of its effectiveness is a ‘‘type set’’ facility
which keeps track, for each expression actively under consideration, a bit-mask’s worth of
information indicating a conservative estimate of the ‘‘type’’ of the expression in terms of the
basic data types of the NQTHM Logic. The type set procedure, like most of the current
simplifier, is described in ACL.

3.6 Other Heuristics
Of considerably less significance than induction or simplification are various NQTHM
routines which are named ‘‘elimination of destructors,’’ ‘‘cross fertilization,’’
‘‘generalization,’’and ‘‘elimination of irrelevance.’’ The structure of NQTHM, at least as it
was in 1979, is described in complete detail in ACL. That work remains a largely accurate
description of NQTHM except for (a) the integration of the arithmetic decision procedure,
described in [19], (b) the addition of metafunctions and an efficient representation for large
constant terms, described in [12], (c) some simplifications of the induction machinery that
have never been documented, (d) the axiomatization of an interpreter for partial recursive
functions [20], and (e) an implementation of a derived rule of inference called ‘‘functional
instantiation’’ [8].

4 The Importance of the User in Finding Proofs
Although NQTHM is quite capable of finding proofs for some simple theorems with which
even graduate students may struggle, we think of NQTHM as more of a proof checker than as
a theorem-prover. What do we mean by this distinction? It is perhaps not possible to spell
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out clearly what the distinction is. However, whenever we have in mind an interesting
theorem for NQTHM to prove, we almost always expect to have to suggest to NQTHM what
the main intermediate steps to the proof are. We do expect NQTHM to do a great deal of
tedious work filling in minor details. And when filling in such minor details, NQTHM very
often exposes minor oversights in our statement of theorems. The situation is entirely
different for some ‘‘real theorem-provers,’’ such as those of Wu and Chou [27], which one
expects to decide quickly any theorem in their domain.
The earliest version of NQTHM [9] had no facility for user guidance. The power of that early
version of the prover may be very crudely characterized by saying that, starting from Peano’s
axioms, and analogous axioms for lists, the prover could not prove anything much more
difficult than the associativity of multiplication or the correctness of an insertion sort
algorithm.
In order to permit NQTHM to prove theorems harder than these (without ‘‘cheating’’ by
adding additional formulas as axioms), the most important step we took was to permit the user
to suggest ‘‘lemmas,’’ i.e. intermediate theorems, which would first be proved by NQTHM
and then made available for use in subsequent proofs, mainly by the simplifier [10].
Permitting the use of lemmas on the one hand makes NQTHM feel more like a proof checker
than a theorem prover, but on the other hand it permits the checking of a very substantial part
of elementary number theory [66], even including Gauss’s law of quadratic reciprocity (the
crown jewel of number theory), and the correctness of some interesting algorithms [16].

5 Our Motivation: Computer System Correctness
Given that NQTHM is not a very ‘‘smart’’ theorem prover, one might well ask why we have
kept working on it for so many years! Our main motivation has been to develop NQTHM
into a system that can be used in a practical way to check the correctness of computer
systems, thereby reducing the frequency of bugs in computer programs.
The idea of proving the correctness of algorithms is at least as old as Euclid’s demonstration
of the correctness of an algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of two
integers [29]. The idea of correctness proofs is also clearly stated in the classic papers of
Goldstine and von Neumann [73] that describe the first von Neumann machine and how to
use it. In those papers fifteen programs, including a sort routine, are specified, coded in
machine language, and proved correct. Although correctness proofs were undoubtedly
constructed by many early programmers, publications about this idea seem rare until the 60s,
when McCarthy [56], Floyd [30], Hoare [35], and Burstall [26] described means for proving
the correctness of programs written in higher level languages. Subsequently a rather sizable
literature on the subject has developed.
Proofs of the correctness of computing systems seem to be much longer, much more tedious,
and much more error prone than proofs in ordinary mathematics. The additional length is due
to the fact that the computing systems may easily require hundreds of pages of specification,
whereas most propositions in mathematics can easily be stated in a few pages -- even if one
includes the axiomatization of set theory, analysis, and algebra. The tediousness and error
level are perhaps due to this length and also to the fact that many parts of computing systems
are mathematically boring.
The idea of mechanically checking proofs of correctness of computing systems has been
pursued by many researchers, e.g. those mentioned in the review article [7]. Research on this
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topic has grown to the extent that there are several research laboratories (e.g. the Computer
Science Laboratory of SRI International) and several small companies (e.g. our own
Computational Logic, Inc. and Richard Platek’s Odyssey Associates, Inc.) which devote a
major portion of their efforts to research on this topic.

6 Applications
We and others have used NQTHM to check the correctness of many small programs.
However, after many years of effort, we are beginning to see mechanical correctness proofs of
entire small computing systems. By far, the most significant application of NQTHM has been
to a prove the correctness of a computing system known as the CLI Stack, which includes (a)
a microprocessor design (FM8502) based on gates and registers [38], (b) an assembler
(Piton) [61] that targets FM8502, and (c) a higher level language (micro Gypsy) [76] that
targets Piton. We have also seen a proof of correctness of a small operating system kernel
(KIT) [2]. Except for the Piton work, all of these projects represent Ph.D. dissertations in
computer science which we supervised at the University of Texas. FM8502, Piton, micro
Gypsy, and Kit are documented in one place, a special issue of the Journal of Automated
Reasoning [62].
Another major application of NQTHM is the Ph.D. work of N. Shankar in proof checking
Godel’s incompleteness theorem [69]. The text of this proof effort is included in the standard
distribution of NQTHM, along with Shankar’s checking of the Church-Rosser theorem.
On pp. 4-9 of ACLH, we enumerate many other applications of NQTHM, including those in
list processing, elementary number theory, metamathematics, set theory, and concurrent
algorithms.
Descriptions of some of these applications may be found in
[16, 66, 12, 21, 17, 67, 68, 69, 20, 60, 28, 51, 37, 52, 13, 14, 15, 22, 77]
and
also
in
[1, 31, 32, 33, 40, 75, 3, 48, 44, 41, 42, 39, 45, 23, 24, 25].
Recently colleagues of ours at Computational Logic, Inc., Bill Young and Bill Bevier, have
used NQTHM to construct mechanically checked proofs of properties relating to faulttolerance. A key problem facing the designers of systems which attempt to ensure fault
tolerance by redundant processing is how to guarantee that the processors reach agreement,
even when one or more processing units are faulty. This problem, called the Byzantine
Generals problem or the problem of achieving interactive consistency, was posed and solved
by Pease, Shostak, and Lamport [64, 50]. They proved that the problem is solvable if and
only if the total number of processors exceeds three times the number of faulty processors and
devised an extremely clever algorithm (the ‘‘Oral Messages’’ Algorithm) which implements a
solution to this problem. Bill Young and Bill Bevier, have just finished developing a machine
checked proof of the correctness of this algorithm using NQTHM.
Matt Kaufmann, of Computational Logic, Inc., has made extensive additions to NQTHM,
building a system called ‘‘PC-NQTHM’’ on top of NQTHM, which many find more
convenient than NQTHM for checking proofs. Information about PC-NQTHM and some
extensions and applications may be found in [46, 49, 45, 47, 63, 43, 76]. Among the
theorems which Kaufmann has checked with PC-NQTHM are:
• Ramsey’s theorem for exponent 2 (both finite and infinite versions), with explicit
bound in the finite case [41, 46].
• Correctness of an algorithm of Gries for finding the largest ‘‘true square’’
submatrix of a boolean matrix [40].
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• The Cantor-Schroeder-Bernstein theorem [46].
• The correctness of a Towers of Hanoi program.
• The irrationality of the square root of 2.
• Correctness of a finite version of the collapsing function of Cohen forcing.

7 Work in Progress: ACL2
We are currently constructing an entirely new version of our prover. The name of the new
system is A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp, which might be abbreviated
as ‘‘ACL ACL’’ but which we abbreviate as ‘‘ACL2’’. Whereas NQTHM has been available
for some time, extensively documented, and widely used, ACL2 is still very much under
development. Hence the following remarks are somewhat speculative.
Instead of supporting ‘‘Boyer-Moore logic’’, which reflects an odd mixture of functions
vaguely, but not consistently, related to Lisp 1.5 and Interlisp, ACL2 directly supports
perfectly and accurately (we hope) a large subset of applicative Common Lisp. That is,
ACL2 is to applicative Common Lisp what NQTHM is to the ‘‘Boyer-Moore logic’’, a
programming/theorem proving environment for an executable logic of recursive functions.
More precisely, we have identified an applicative subset of Common Lisp and axiomatized it,
following Steele’s [72] carefully. Because arrays, property lists, input/output and certain
other commonly used programming features are not provided applicatively in Common Lisp
(i.e., they all involve the notion of explicit state changes), we axiomatized applicative
versions of these features. For example, when one ‘‘changes’’ an array object, one gets a new
array object. However, we gave these applicative functions very efficient implementations
which are in complete agreement with their axiomatic descriptions but which happen to
execute at near von Neumann speeds when used in the normal von Neumann style (in which
‘‘old’’ versions of a modified structure are not accessed). The result is ‘‘applicative Common
Lisp’’ which is also an executable mathematical logic.
Like NQTHM, the logic of applicative Common Lisp provides a definitional principle that
permits the sound extension of the system via the introduction of recursive functions. Unlike
NQTHM, however, functions in applicative Common Lisp may be defined only on a subset of
the universe. Like NQTHM, the new logic provides the standard first order rules of inference
and induction. However, the axioms are different since, for example, NQTHM and ACL2
differ on what (CAR NIL) is. Most importantly for the current purposes, we claim that all
correct Common Lisps implement applicative Common Lisp directly and that, unlike
NQTHM’s logic, applicative Common Lisp is a practical programming language.
ACL2 is a theorem prover and programming/proof environment for applicative Common
Lisp. ACL2 includes all of the functionality of NQTHM (as understood in the new setting)
plus many new features (e.g., congruence-based rewriting). The source code for ACL2
consists of about 1.5 million characters, all but 43,000 of which are in applicative Common
Lisp. That is, 97% of ACL2 is written applicatively in the same logic for which ACL2 proves
theorems. The 3% of non-applicative code is entirely at the top-level of the read-eval-print
user interface and deals with reading user input, error recovery and interrupts. We expect to
implement read applicatively and limit the non-applicative part of ACL2 to the essential
interaction with the underlying Common Lisp host system.
Thus, in ACL2 as it currently stands, the definitional principle is implemented as a function in
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logic, including the syntax checkers, error handlers, and data base handlers. The entire
‘‘Boyer-Moore theorem prover’’ -- as that term is now understood to mean ‘‘the theorem
prover Boyer and Moore have written for ACL2’’ -- is a function in the logic, including the
simplifiers, the decision procedures, the induction heuristics, and all of the proof description
generators.
The fact that almost all of ACL2 is written applicatively in the same logic for which it is a
theorem prover allows the ACL2 source code to be among the axioms in that definitional
extension of the logic. The user of the ACL2 system can define functions, combine his
functions with those of ACL2, execute them, or prove things about them, in a unified setting.
One need only understand one language, Common Lisp, to use the ‘‘logic’’, interact with the
system, interface to the system, or modify the system. DEFMACRO can be used to extend
the syntax of the language, users can introduce their own front-ends by programming within
the logic, and all of the proof routines are accessible to users and have exceptionally clear
(indeed, applicative) interfaces. Many new avenues in metatheoretic extensibility are waiting
to be explored. We believe we have taken a major step towards the goal of perhaps someday
checking the soundness of most of the theorem prover by defining the theorem prover in a
formalized logic.
At the time of this writing, we have completely recoded all of the functionality of NQTHM,
but have only begun experimentation with proving theorems. However, our preliminary
evidence is that there will be no substantial degradation in performance, even though ACL2 is
coded applicatively.

8 Conclusions
8.1 Proof Checking as a Mere Engineering Challenge
In our view it seems humanly feasible to write mechanical proof checkers for any part of
mathematics and to check mechanically any result in mathematics. There has been much
doubt cast on the feasibility of formal proofs, even by such respected authorities as
Bourbaki [6]
But formalized mathematics cannot in practice be written down in full, and therefore we
must have confidence in what might be called the common sense of the mathematician ...
We shall therefore very quickly abandon formalized mathematics ...

We believe that we have enough practical evidence to extrapolate that mechanical proof
checking any mathematical result is feasible, not some mere theoretical possibility which
would require a computer the size of the universe. We can make no definite claim about the
cost of doing such proof checking, given a suitable proof checker, but we suspect that in the
worst case it is somewhere between approximately ten and one hundred times as expensive as
doing careful hand proofs at the level of an upper level undergraduate mathematics textbook.
In a few areas of mathematics, such as those described by [27] the cost is much less than
doing careful hand proofs. We are optimistic that research by top mathematicians will expand
the areas in which mechanical theorem-provers are better than most mathematicians.

8.2 Checking the Correctness of Computing Systems
Almost as a corollary to the preceding view, we assert that it is humanly feasible to check
mechanically the correctness of computer systems against formal specifications for those
systems. Moreover, we believe that the reliability of computing systems could and should be
increased significantly by requiring that critical systems be formally specified and that their
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correctness with respect to those specifications be mechanically checked. Again, we make no
definite claim about the cost of doing such certification, but given that, for example, there
exist microprocessors that are in control of nuclear weapons, we believe that the cost of doing
such checking may well be less than the cost of not doing such checking.

8.3 Formalizing the Real World
Although the correctness of algorithms and even systems is something that is reasonably
clearly understood from a mathematical point of view, it remains a major and largely
unexplored area of research to formalize the interactions of computing systems with the ‘‘real
world.’’ Even correctly formalizing the behavior of a typical industrial microcontroller, with
its myriad timers, interrupts, buses, and A/D converters seems to be on the edge of the state of
the art of formalization. Any claim that a computing system has been formally proved to
interact safely with the world is no better than the accuracy with which the behavior of the
world has been formalized. The difficulty of accurately formalizing the behavior of the world
does not diminish the fact that typically a very large part of what any computing system is
supposed to do (especially the internal workings) can be formally specified, and that part is
suitable for scrutiny with formal, mechanical proof attempts.
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